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When they’re not ripping the guts out of education and 
health funding, Liberal Party pollies spend most of 
their tax-payer funded time trying to destroy the union 
movement and attacking the CFMEU. Now it appears, 
when they knock off at the end of a long day of union-
bashing, they head out to expensive restaurants to 
solicit donations from alleged mafia figures. 

Tens of millions of taxpayer dollars were spent on 
a failed Royal Commission into supposed union 
corruption. All it proved was that the CFMEU had 
nothing to do with the crooks and scumbags that they 
wheeled out to give evidence. 

All the while, reports keep coming of senior members 
of the Liberal party meeting with senior figures of the 
underworld. The latest revelation is that the Victorian 
Opposition Leader, Matthew Guy has tried to cover up a 
meeting with alleged mafia figure Tony Madafferi. 

Several bottles of top-shelf Grange red wine at the 
Lobster Cave in Beaumaris later, and it turns out 
Matthew “Wise Guy” is struggling to get his lies straight. 

You gotta ask: who are the real crooks?!

Matthew and Madafferi: Opposition Leader 

Matthew Guy dined with alleged mobster

“Mr Madafferi was “a known associate 

of prominent criminal entities and 

persons who have a history of 

significant criminal conduct that 

includes money laundering and drug 

trafficking”.

“Tony Madafferi and Mr Lamattina 

were involved in a 2006 donations 

scandal in which the planned 

deportation of Mr Madafferi’s 

brother, Francesco, a Mafia boss, was 

overturned after a long campaign 

of lobbying and donating to federal 

Liberal politicians. Francesco, a violent 

criminal and drug trafficker, was later 

jailed in connection to Australia’s 

biggest ecstasy importation.”

Bosses may try to take 
advantage of the confusion 
around the Building Code by 
claiming your EBA needs to be 
‘Code Compliant’. 
Don’t be fooled.

Don’t let your boss con you into 
changing the EBA without the 
Union.

Your EBA is legally certified. Don’t 
let the bosses slash your wages 
and conditions under the cover of 
Turnbull’s political agenda.

WISEGUYWISEGUYWISEGUY
Matthew Guy is...
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Failing you and 
your family

• 11.01.17 Worker FALLS 3.8m through a penetration onto scaffold stillage
• 22.02.17 Worker KILLED by 4m fall while working alone
• 15.05.17 Worker suffers two BROKEN WRISTS and HEAD INJURIES from fall
• 19.06.17 Worker’s THUMB DE-GLOVED by scaffold incident
• 23.06.17 Site manager arrested and charged over ABUSE AND THREATS to young female
• 28.06.17 Worker suffers BROKEN WRIST from fall
• 04.07.17 Worker suffers serious BACK INJURY
• 12.07.17 ‘Safety officer’ on edge of 10m drop with NO PROTECTION

2017 
so far

CFMEU IS HERE TO STAY. 
Bosses say the campaign isn’t 
about safety?

AND WHAT DOES ROB MORTON SAY 
ABOUT PAYING WORKERS PROPERLY?

“THE BLOKES AREN’T   

WORTH IT.”


